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But First This!
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Toilet Stolen from Police station

Cops have nothing to go on
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Apple News!
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Apple News
•Apple is re-doing Apple Maps with their own data vs third 

party data (ex.  Tom Tom)

•Apple will cease its Photo Print Products service at the end of 
September

• Rumor:  The HomePod will add the ability to make phone calls 
and support multiple timers this fall (They still have a lot of 
catching up to do)

•Apple’s back to school discount is now active
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2018 Apple Education Discount
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New MacBook Pro’s
•Apple has upgraded the MacBook Pro with Touch Bar models

•New 8th generation Intel processors: quad-core for the 13” model 
(twice as fast) and hex-core for the 15” models (70% faster)

•A new quieter keyboard (equipped with a "membrane" to prevent 
debris from entering the butterfly mechanism)

•T2 chip replaces the T1 chip for Touch Id (adds “Hey Siri”)

•True Tone Retina display

•Along with the new models,  Apple launched new leather sleeves - 
A luxury item at $180
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Doug’s Gadgets
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Vansky Motion Activated 
LEDs

• I nearly killed myself one night when I got out of bed in the dark and 
tripped over a suitcase

• Peg bought a string of lights that install on the bed frame ($22)

• They are are motion activated, so when you get out of bed, they light up

• They shut off with a built in timer that you can set from 30 seconds to 
10 minutes

• They provide a soft glow on the floor, but not so bright that it wakes up 
your spouse

• Relatively easy to install (Peg installed it for my birthday)
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Lamicall iPad Stand
• I bought this iPad/iPhone stand for $19 on Amazon

• It’s attractive (very iMac like), is relatively small, and comes in 
black, gray, silver, or rose gold

• The angle is easily adjustable and you can use it in horizontal or 
vertical orientation

•The holder has a lot of room so it will accommodate even bulky 
iPhone/iPad covers

• It is great for use in the kitchen and keeps the iPad where it’s 
very visible and out of danger from spills
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Cool Stuff Found
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Smart Resume
• I found a new feature on my Comcast DVR quite by accident

• It’s called Smart Resume and it allows you to more easily navigate 
past commercial breaks within DVR recordings

•With Smart Resume, you fast forward when a commercial starts, 
and Smart Resume will automatically drop you back into playback 
when the commercial ends

• The Smart Resume feature is in Comcast Labs and is not on by 
default
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Smart Resume
•To set it up, hit the Xfinity button on your DVR and then go to 

settings>Comcast Labs and select Smart Resume ON

• If your recording is eligible for Smart Resume, you will see a “With 
Smart Resume” badge on the middle of the screen when fast 
forwarding

•At this time, this feature is only available on recordings of 
primetime shows on NBC, CBS, FOX and ABC for seven days after 
the program airs

• For best results, this feature should be used 30 minutes or more 
after the program has finished airing
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Playback
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Commercials are designated in yellow



Apple TV Remote Tips
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Apple TV Remote
•The Apple TV is fairly straight forward,  however there 

are some tips and tricks that are not so obvious

•Note:  The items I cover in this section refer to the 4th 
gen Apple TV and the 4K Apple TV

• If you’re remote looks like the picture on the left, you are 
OK

• If you have an earlier model, some if these tips might 
work, and some definitely will not

• Before starting, let’s look at the remote and it’s buttons
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Menu Button

Touch Pad

Siri

Play/Pause

Home Button

Volume Buttons



Skip Forward/Backwards
•Clicking the right and left edges of the trackpad skips a 

video forward or backward by 10 second increments

• If you rest a finger on either edge, a small 10-second icon 
appears on the video’s timeline at the bottom, telling you 
that your finger is in the right place to click down and 
skip forward or backward
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Apple TV Remote
•The Menu button serves as a “back button” that takes 

you to the previous screen

•While you can just wait a few minutes for the Apple TV’s 
screensaver to come on or…

•You can also activate it manually by double-clicking the 
Menu button while you’re on the home screen

• BTW,  the screen savers on the Apple TV are absolutely 
beautiful
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Apple TV Screen Saver



Apple TV Remote
•The home button can be set to either:

•Go to the TV app (current default) or…

•Go to the Home Screen (My preference)

• You control which option you prefer in the settings app 
under “remotes and devices section”

•Go to Home Button setting and tap to toggle between 
options
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BTW
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Apple TV Remote
•The Apple TV has an app switcher similar to iOS

•You can activate it by double-clicking the Home button 
on the Apple TV remote

•Once activated, you can use the trackpad to swipe left or 
right between apps

• You can also swipe up to force close an app

•Only force close an app if the app is misbehaving 
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Apple TV Remote
•You normally reboot your Apple TV thru the settings app 

(under system) - just tap the restart button

•However, if your Apple TV is frozen, you can force it to 
restart (reboot) by holding down the Home and Menu 
buttons at the same time until the light on your Apple TV 
begins blinking

• By the way, do not hit the reset button in settings unless 
you want to set your Apple TV all the way back to it’s 
factory settings
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Apple TV Remote
•Typing with an Apple TV remote is awful

• You have to move back and forth for each letter and then 
tap on the correct letter

• Better use the Siri button to either speak a word/phrase 
or spell what you typed.
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Quick Tips
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How to Make Your iPhone 
Default to Speaker for Calls

•At least 95% of the time, when I get a call, the first thing I do is 
tap the audio icon and select speaker

• You can eliminate this step and make your speaker the default 
audio

•Go to Settings>General>Accessibility

• In the“Call Audio Routing” section, select Speaker

• This works for both incoming and outgoing calls

•Update:  Problem with Bluetooth in car?
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iOS Copy and Paste
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iOS Copy and Paste
•Copying iOS is simple in concept can be a bit tricky to do

• Basically you put the insertion point or cursor on a word with 
your finger (and hit select if needed)

• Then use the brackets to select the text that you want

•When finished, tap copy on the menu

•Go to where you wish to paste and hold your finger on the new 
insertion point and select paste
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iOS Copy and Paste
•To copy a picture, hold your finger on the picture until a menu of 

options appear

•Note:  If you select “copy” on a web site, the URL will be copied 
not the actual image

• If you want the image, select “Save Image” vs. “Copy”

• This puts the image in your camera roll

• You then have to insert the image from your camera roll using 
the procedure determined by the app you are using (i.e. Mail, 
Notes, …)
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Notes
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Video Tutorials for Apple
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YouTube - Apple Support
•YouTube is a great place to get help on anything (including 

tutorials,“How To’s”, setups, reviews, etc…)

•Apple has a YouTube account called Apple Support

• They provide tutorials for their products that are very short and 
to the point

• Topic groupings include:  Mac, iPad, iPhone,  Apple Watch,  Apple 
Pay, HomePods, Camera tips, Support Tips, …

• It’s a great way to improve your Apple Skills that applies to 
beginners thru advanced users
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MacMost
•MacMost is a free website (macmost.com) with video tutorials 

for Mac, iPhone, and iPad users run by Gary Rosenzweig

•Gary has a large library of Apple tutorial videos that range from 
very beginner to advanced

•He adds 1-2 videos every week and has a newsletter to which 
you can subscribe

• You can also access his videos on YouTube as well

• I view every one of his videos and find them extremely helpful
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Question

•I forgot my Xfinity (Comcast) WiFi password

•What do I do now?
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Xfinity WiFI Password
•This answer applies to you if you have the Xfinity X1 service

• First look at your Xfinity modem

•The password that was shipped with the modem is usually 
attached to the bottom or side of the modem

• In this case, the person had changed the original password so this 
would not work

•You can use the xFi app to view and/or change your password 
(you will need your Comcast username and password)
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Question

•When I create a new mail message on my Mac,  it now appears 
on the right of the screen vs in a new window

•How do I return to the way it used to work??
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Mail - Split View Mode
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Mail Split View
• If you use Mail in full-screen mode in High Sierra, it defaults to a 

“split-view” view when you’re composing a message (create, reply, 
forward)

•Advantages:

• You can view any older message while composing a new one

•You can cut and paste for older messages to your new message

•Disadvantage:

• The screen can become a bit crowded 
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Mail Split View
•To turn off Split View:

•Go to mail preferences in the menu bar

•Go to the “general” tab

•Unselect:  “Prefer opening messages in split view when in full 
screen”

•When deselected, you’ll get a new window when you compose a 
new mail message just like mail used to prior to High Sierra
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Question

•Where do I manage Apple subscriptions?

•What subscriptions do I have?

•How much am I paying for them?

•When does the subscription run out?
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Apple Subscriptions
•Some apps and services offer subscription-based access to their 

content

• Subscriptions that renew automatically include:

•Apple Music or iTunes Match subscriptions 

•Newspaper, and magazine subscriptions

• In-app subscriptions for content or services (HBO NOW, 
Spotify, Netflix, Pandora, Hulu, etc.)
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Apple Subscriptions
•Unlike single item purchases, subscriptions will automatically 

renew until you choose to end them

• It’s a really good idea to review your subscriptions periodically so 
that you are not paying for something you don’t use, just because 
you forgot about it

• You can check your subscriptions on an iOS device, a Mac, or 
even on your Apple TV
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Cancel Subscriptions - IOS

•Go to Settings > [your name] > iTunes & App Store.

• Tap your Apple ID at the top of the screen

•Tap View Apple ID (You will need to authenticate your Apple ID)

• Tap Subscriptions

• Tap the subscription that you want to manage
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Cancel Subscriptions - IOS

•Use the options to manage your subscription

•You can choose a different subscription offering if offered

•Choose “Cancel Subscription” to cancel your subscription 

•Note: If you cancel, your subscription will stop at the end of the 
current billing cycle
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Subscriptions - MAC

•Open iTunes

• If you're not signed in, sign in with your Apple ID

• From the menu bar at the top of your computer screen or at the 
top of the iTunes window, choose Account > View My Account

• Scroll down to the Settings section

•To the right of Subscriptions, click Manage
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Subscriptions - MAC

•To the right of the subscription you want to manage, click Edit (if 
you have more than one)

•Use the options to manage your subscription:

• You can choose a different subscription offering

•Click Cancel Subscription to cancel your subscription 

•Note: If you cancel, your subscription will stop at the end of the 
current billing cycle
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Questions?
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Thank You!

*Presentation produced on an iMAC using Apple’s 
Keynote software and presented on an iPad


